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HELP TO KEEP HIM SMILING ALWAYS •..
Our actions today will reflect on the future of our
country and the happiness of those near and dear
to us ... only we can ensure a happy smiling future
for the India of tomorrow
by striving, as we have
never done before, in every field of activity in
which we are engaged.
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DEVALOATION
has come, as it had to come, like a thief in the
night.
Yet it would be churlish to accuse the Minister for Finance
and the Minister for Planning of prevarication.
Till so long as the final
decision was not taken and publicly announced,
they had to keep on
denying, for sound technical reasons, that devaluation
was imminent;
this is the least they could do to protect the short-term interests of the
economy. The fact that Parliament is not in session has also provided a
tactical advantage:
the administrative
sorting out consequential
to the
lowering of the external value of the rupee can now take place in relative
quiet, and, by the time Parliament reconvenes in late July, the Government may be in a position to justify the act in terms of some benefits which
might have already started, if not gushing in, at least trickling in.
Up to a point, it is certainly true that a decision in regard to what
ought to be the internationally
proffered value of the domestic currency
should be a technical-economic judgment.
Undoubtedly,
in course of the
past decade, the Indian economy has steadily spiralled toward a high
cost-and-price structure.
It is again beyond dispute that this high level
of the domestic cost of production has inhibited some exports. Devaluation
is an act of hope. Selective subsidies, practised in recent years, have
not succeeded. Whether
the across-the-board
subsidy to all export
items.--including
the so-called 'traditional'
items.--which
devaluation
implies will succeed where the import entitlement and tax credit schemes
have failed is something which cannot be asserted in advance.
To have
any significance, the expansion in the volume of exports will have to be
of an order which would more than compensate any possible fall in the
foreign exchange price of the exports. Apart from the response of foreign
buyers, one has to consider whether we have enough elasticity in our
internal system to teed the supply lines. After all, devaluation by itself
does not make our production less costly, it only makes it more attractive
for the producers and traders to try to sell more abroad.
If we are unable
to organise our product,ion on a larger, swifter and more efficient scale,
the biggest argument in support of devaluation would turn into a damp
squib. The euphoria the Minister of Finance is now seeking to foster
deserves a sharp rebuke.
Devaluation by itself cannot. lead to a larger
inflow of components, spares and raw material from abroad.
The causal
relation, if any, is to the contrary, since all imports will now be costlier.
All that the Government can claim-and
t,his will be more in the nature
of a confession-is
t.hat, now that we have knuckled down under pressure,
the World Bank will throw the hint to the West.ern nations to be slightly
more generous to us, and resume sustenance to our, starved industrial
capacity.
The classical plea favouring devaluation from the other angle, namely,
that it reduces imports by raising the price in terms of domestic currency,
has little relevance in the present Indian context.
The rigid system of
import licensing had already cut down imports to a minimal level; the
raising of the rupee cost by 57.7 per cent-which
devaluation of the order
of 36.5 per cent implies could hardly act as a further deterrent-all
it can
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the attitude
of all classes of society
niversity and apparently spilled the
in Britain 'and it takes a stronger turn
ans. He told' them of his connexiparticularly
when it faces a coloured
in South Africa and of possible
ancial help from there. He dis- immigrant.
lbuted among them South African
Obvious target
d Southern Rhodesian paper and
The reasons, are more or less the
gazines, copies of the German
Same which found expression in prespaper National
und Soldaten
war
Germany.
After
Germany's
lIullg, published by the most exfailure to win World \Var I and her
me 'right-wing organization,
the
economic troubles that followed, the
alional Democratic Party.
The degree of co-ordination
be- Jews became the obvious target of the
een lhese organizations
strongly frustrated and the depressed. There is
"something p,sych()~ogically satisfying
ggests a degree of central planning
about kicking a scapegoat. It saves the
d systematic activity.
They are
admission, painful to the ego, of perking a basis of electoral power on
sonal responsibility
for one's failure.
al and parliamentary
level, partilarly in the Midlands and pa-rts of In today's Britain, which is suffering
from housing shortage, the coloured
e South. In Birmingham, just on
e eve of the recent General Elec- people are being made the scapegoats
for the shortage.
on, I came across a pamphlet
A ort of "out group hostility"
is
'tten by John Sander, Chairman of
also prevalent
among
the British
Birmingham Immigration
Conpeople.
Typical is the attitude of a
I A ·sociation.
Phrase
like the
young lady who had been unemployeed for keeping Britain
white,"
ed for a few weeks in 1961 when she
mplaints of "Britain
will never
was living in North Kensington.
She
ain be our own country,"
and
had to go to the Labour Exchange
eats like "Let us show them t.hat
are still British"
smacked
of which was crowded with women seeking employment.
There was only one
ali racial phraseology.
I later
ani that the Association planned to other white woman waiting to be ip.terviewed.
She said that she counted
d "missionaries" to 30 constituenthe number of coloured women there
all over the country to bring the
and calculated that in one week they
mi~ration issue home to the people.
were drawing in unemployment
benesignificant feature of this year'5
fit as much from the State as she had
clions was the active participation
paid in income tax during the past
Oswald ~fosley's Union l\Iovement
'Iuch set up Jeffrey Ham, one of ten years. The memory of this suddenly aroused a fierce passion within
b Ic\'s lieutcnants, a a candidate.
her and she violently
demanded,
The danger of an organized fascist
"\Vhy the hell should I pay for these
\ement in Britain is all the more
The
1 in view of the growing racial pre- lblack monkeys to live on me?"
dice among the British
111ases fascists are not far behind in exploiting this sort of sentiment.
In a racist
ich could· be an easy breeding
pamphlet I saw the following lines:
wHI for fascist ideo log:,. The
a Pakistani who had flown into
oral}ce of most English peol) c ......
London was a week later found to
ut .\ ia or .\frica h:1 alway been
He will
onollS. For generations thi5 has have severe tuberculosis.
spend his first six months
in this
n nurtured b' malicious propacountry in hospital at a cost to the
da of race superiorit.y. Xenopho. is strongly characteristic
of tax-payers of about £ 1,000."

The danger of coloured immigrants
being made scapegoats in the British
industry in the event of a slump is always lurking
in the background.
Coloured labourers in Britain are like
a bitter pill, tolerated as a necessary
evil. There are about 12,000 vacancies
of a manual nature in the Midlands
which are unlikely to be filled up by
British workers who are rapidly coming to regard inferior jobs in industry
as coloured m~n's jobs. The coloured
immigrants-peasants
of British industry-are
to be found doing the
menial and the less enviable tasks, the
lowly paid jobs, the dirty jobs, the hot
and humid jobs. This is precisely the
reason
why all talk about
their
repatriation
by a handful of fascists is
bound to go unheeded in responsible
quarters in Britain.
But it would be easier for the. fascists to divert any social resentment
against the coloured immigrants,
especially in the event of an industrial
recession.
For its recruits it may not
find much success among organized
labour.
Bl!t Britain has always been
notorious for its Lumpenproletariat:
roughs, toughs, hooligans, old labourers out on a lark,
youth
from
good
families,
"nice
boys"
from
private schools whom any excitement
attracts almost like a sport-men
who
were utilized by Mosley against the
Jews.
One can already
e~ evidence
of this type of foul-mouthed,
brawling
hooligani m in places like
Little
Rock, Nottil1o- Hill, Sharpeville
and
Kings Cross.
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help to do is to siphon off some of
the private traders' profit which the
turnover of import permjts had been
providing so long. On the contrary,
there is no question that we are in
for a further bout of price increase
which the authorities will be able to
counter only partially through subsidies promised
for selective
items.
The most serious predicament
for the
Government
would be the escalation
,of the rupee. cost of all Government
projects using imported
equipment,
components
and raw materials, and
of the rupee cost of repayment
of
foreign loans.
If, on top of this,
some of the more essential consumer
items have to be subsidised, the Government's tax revenue will have to be
raised by a substantial
percentage.
The political economy of this additional t.axation can and will have ~xtremely wide repercussions.
But these are all issues o~ which
judgment
might as well be suspended till the effects are felt,
espe,cially since devaluation
is now an
accomplished
fact. What,
however,
should raise perturbation
is that last
Sunday's decision was taken in a particular setting, and is not an isolated
act, but Qne which has come in the
wake of a certain type of development during the last two years. The
obj'ective circumstances
have hardly
altered between June 1964 and today. If we have devalued today, we
could as well have devalued
two
years ago. The act then would have
been out of our own volition, and we
could have pre-empted
some of t.he
external
pressures to which we are'
flOW victim.
In contrast. this week's
devaluation
has been under duress;
it has been wrung out of us by a
vengeful
World
Bank.
The
Bank
will now rub it in that henceforth
the major economic decision-making
for this nation will take place only in
Washington, or else the aid funds will
, be withheld.
Despite the usual protestations, our leaders have neither
the resources nor the guts to call this
bluff.
It is possible to foresee what the
next items in the Ba·nk's charter of
demands will be. Given the budgetary implications
of devaluation,
it
4

might be insisted that the Governand his luckless
colleagues;
they
ment drastically cuts down the pubwere all charged with a plot to kill
Mr
Mobutu
and
end
his govlic sector programme of the Plan and
ernment;
but unt.il the "self-made"
do away with the emphasis on heavy
produces greater evidence
industry.
Next-and
this is some- President
thing which the Finance Minister has
against the men he has killed Mr
already hinted. at in his broadcast on
Mobutu must be adjudged the Guilty
Sunday
night-there
might
be a Man.
Mr Mobutu has said with a
whol~ale
liberalisation
of controls,
kind of injured innocence
that the
including control over imports, so that
very countries which asked him not
the floodgates might be opened for
to execute Kimba & Co would have
foreign private capital to come in
been the first to recognize Kimba's
and instal a whole array of luxury
Government
as "legitimate"
if the
and near-luxury
consumer industries.
plot had sU.cceeded and he had been
This would be the end of it all. Not
removed.
He is probably right. But
only
will
this
negate, t.he social
how "legitimate"
is President Mobuand economic values cherished
and
tu's own Government?
His method
engraved in our Constitution,
not only
of dismissing and replacing President
will this perpetuate
a type of income
Kasavubu was far from constitutional;
distribution
which has a built-in bias
his dismissal
of Parliament
was
against reduction of economic inequaeq uall y arbitrary.
Legitimacy
is in
lities, but this will also frustrate
fact a piece .of irrelevance
in the
all efforts towards accelerated econoAfrican context today; in the Congo,
mic growth by assiduously stimulatit just does not mean anything.
ing consumption
at the expense of
The truth is that 'the late Patrice
savings in Indian society.
Lumumba
was the only Congolese
Devaluation
is thus an act of 'politician
with something approacht.ragedy not because of what it by it- ing a national stature.
But he was
self does or does not do to the eco- wildly and fiercely independent
and,
nomy, but what it portends.
We
in part, brought about his own downhave· finally gone on record that our
fall.
Men
like
Kasavubu
and
economic sovereignty has been for- Tshombe certainly enjoyed tribal and
mally handed
over to our Regent,
regional popularity;
but. that could
the World Bank.
never be enough to sustain them in
power. It is not strictly necessary to
African Enmities
recapitulate
the history of 1960, of
which
the
chief
victims
were
Considering
that, after all, it was Lumumba
and Hammarskjoeld;
but
not so long ago that our forebears
none of the countries involved will
in many countries walked miles and
today care to deny that there was
even parted with cash to watch, the
massive foreign intervention.
That
fun of public executions, our horror.
intervention has never ceased; and the
over President Mobutu's
hanging of only reason for it is not. the unfor·
four former Ministers of the Congo,
tunate but undeniable
fact that the
including
a Premier,
may seem a Congolese people have utterly failed
shade
exaggerated.
Brussels
can
to evolve anything
like a coherent
hardly
have
forgotten
that' Leopolitical leadership.
Mr Mobut.u and
pold II's rule in the Congo was his masters have taken the fullest
hardly humane; his flourishing slave
advantage of this vacuum;
but the
trade entailed the killing and mutilapublic executions suggest that there
tion of millions.
But none of these
is somewhere a dreadful sense of insehistorical precedents
can excuse the
curity. Maybe it is only Mr Mobutu
shock
Mr Mobutu
has callously
who is not so sure of himself; maybe
administered
to the conscience of a his masters demanded of him a more
world which is familiar enough with
visible demonstration
of his authority.
cruelty but still knows brutality for
Mr Mobutu's antecedents do not rule
what it is. There was indeed a trial
out the possibility that he is prepared
of a sort of Mr Evareste
Kimba
to serve almost any master.
In the
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minence in the Indian
Press. The
only concrete case of obvious importance seems to be the removal of Mr
Peng Chen, Mayor of Peking and a
member of the Politburo,
from his
post as first secretary of the' Peking
unit of the party.
There also apin the
hat, then, IS happening
In pears to be some concern
highest party circles over occasional
n~? No public executions have
localized
trends
toly taken place there; but it is and apparently
wards ways of thinking
which the
not clear just what made Mr
ItDn Obote take over the powers Chinese leaders do not consider sufficiently revolutionary.
It is altogethe tate and then proclaim himself
ther impossible to assess the exact
dent. The Kabaka of Buganda,
importance
of these trends, but Weswas the constitutiqnal President,
tern correspondents
based in
ongthen said to have fled the country;
kong and other South-East Asian centhis was after President Obote's
tres which are fertile in speculation
had demolished the Kabaka's
ceo As the British well know, the and fancy have not hesitated to draw
wildly sweeping
conclusions
about
ka's popularity with his people
political
instability,
struggle
for
bsolute; many of his followers are
dv reported to be up in arms, if power, purges, or even a state of imy with bows and arrows, against pending cpaos.
te' authority.
Again, it seems
Two facts must be stressed before
this flow of interested speculation diskel} in the extreme that Obote
the Kabaka would have dared to torts the perspective of the unprejudiced observer.
The first is that the
enge each other. without being
red of some external support.;
Chinese leadership
built around the
i popular in his own way but
central figure of Mao Tse-tung has
her has the wherewithal to sus- already to its credit a longer period
o a regime on his own. What all
of complete stability and popular acnt Atrican events make painfully
ceptance than that enjoyed by a group
r is that opposition, political or of political
leaders
in any other
1', on the Dark Continent
is still
country.
If the comparison
is limihazardous. Those indulging in
ted to Communist countries, one has
are had "insurance risks"; those
only to recall what happened in Ruso arc in power can probably stay sia in the first sixteen years after the
only through methods recently
revolution
to realize the tremendous
pted . lJy Messrs Mobutu
and
achievement of Mao Tse-tung and his
tc. But even these drastic ways do
old comrades; comparison with "free"
Celli to ensure a long political
societies may be pointless
because
Where, for instance, is Dr
every form of change or instability in
me Tkrumah today?
Which
them seems excusable in the name of
ptly suggests another question':
democracy.
ere Illay Mobutu or Obote be
The second fact is of still greater
rrow? South of the Zambezi
relevance to people of countries like
e must be some quiet satisfaction
India who are so full of the virtues
north of it there is such confused
of their own variety of democratic
bilit)',
rule. . The Chinese Government
under the leadership
of Mao Tse-tung
Inside China
and his associates has already done
for China more than what Indian
ews agency reports about
the Congress leaders can dream of achievnese Communist Party's criticism
ing in this country
over a period
mdlvidual or group deviations from
many times longer.
If this seems unideology or policies upheld
by warranted defeatism, one has only to
party or disciplinary action in compare China's record during
the
'fie cases are receiving much prolast 17 years with India's during the
months of 1960 those counhich were out to sabotage the
. operation found in Mr Mobutu
handy instrument.
Only
ls, Washington and London
know whose instrument he today

last 19; even the prejudices engender.ed by the Sino-Indian dispute should
not obscure the facts relevant to this
comparison.
One need not be a supporter of Chinese policies to be able
to evaluate
China's
advance
since
1949 or be an opponent of the Congress to see the colossal failure in in.
dependent
India.
The Chinese lea·
dership mayor
may not change; a
period of uncertainty
mayor may not
be imminent.
What is certain is
that no new leadership will find it
easy to undo the progress already
made, just as no GOvernment in InIa will find it easy to pull the countryout
of the mess into which it has
been plunged during nearly two decades ot Congress rule.
if-

Question Of Trust
Few people will be inclined
to
accept Mr Phizo's statement that Naga
hostiles were not in collusion with
rebel MilOS.
The Government
of
India's
information
is to the contrary; and when a person of the status
of Mr Dharam Vira repeats the charge
as the head of an official inquiry
mission to Assam, it has to be readily
conceded that the allegation is based
on solid grounds.
A Cabinet Secretary does not bruit unsubstantiated
charges, especially in a situation that
requires handling with care .• Already
Mr PhilO has fired a volley at officials
whose influence he alleges is holding
back the Prime Minister from reaching a settlement
with the underground.
The
complaint
may be
superficial-its
naivete
makes
it
appear so; but it does not make a
congenial background
for the second
round of talks between Mrs Gandhi
and leaders of -Naga hostiles proposed
to be held towards the end of this
month.
Distrust of officials by the
underground,
whatever the reason, i&
a fact that cannot be slurred over.
Mr PhilO'S allegation is not new; it
is a repetition
of what the underground have been saying since the
dialogue began.
The shifting of tht
venue of the talks from Kohima to
-New Delhi was designed to remove
the grievance of the undergTound that
the attitude of the delegation of offi-
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cials was not what they thought
should be; but it seems the gesture
has not quite achieved its purpose. It
will require further efforts to rid the
underground of this notion, however
unfair it may be.
Thi& creation of trust is of basal
·importance, not merely for the success
of negotiations
with underground
Nagas.
If Assam's future is to be
different from what it appears to be
at the moment, it has to be ensured
that the hill people have more confidence in Administration, of the Centre and of the State. Maybe official behaviour
is everywhere
the
same, and there is no valid reason for
the hill people of Assam to be more
intolerant
of it than people elsewhere.
Maybe there are instigators
around, not necessarily of any' particular political ideology; for too many
persons who think it is to their
advantage
to keep these areas in
ferment.
But that cannot be a plea
for inaction or harsh action.
The
demand of underground
Nagas is of
a different order; also possibly that of
rebel Mizos. But there are other hill
tribe& with demands not so extreme;
yet tuey are unquiet.
The report of
the Pataskar Commission has been
rej'ected by the All Party
Hill
Leaders' Conference, and the demand
for an eastern frontier State for the
hill people of Assam has been revived.
The Conference has threatened
(0
. launch
a satyagraha
and a nonviolent direct action movement if its
demand is not conceded.
Even the
Congress Committee
of Khasi and
]aiantia hills is demanding that the
district be made a separate
State
within the Indian
Union.
Tribal
leaders of NEFA have made a representation
to the Parliamentary
Mission led by the Deputy Speaker
of the Lok Sabha that their administrative headquarters should be shifted
immediately
to somewhere
within
NEFA or at least to a place nearer
to it than Shillong, because under the
. prevent arrangement the Directors of
NEFA administration
are inaccessible
to the people and the Governor is
hardly ever seen in the region.
It is easy to dismiss many of these
demands as impossible and trace them
6

-
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to the instinctive distrust of the hill
people of men from the plains. There
may be a temptation to brand them
as pre-election manoeuvres by leaders
bent on exploiting a dormant sentiment.
Already there is a growmg
opinion
in Assam-and
reportedly
in the State Cabinet toO--tnat
the
tribal problem cannot be solved on
political level. Mr Chaliha is being
criticised for placing greater rehance
on creation of mutual
trust and
understanding
Ulan on administrative action to tackle the problem.
It
is true Mr Chaliha's pOlicy has not
succeeded, but that cannot mean its
opposite will.
On the contrary, a
reversal of policy may well exacerbate
current tendencies and push the hill
people into extreme positions.
They
still retain faith in political leaders,
in some of them at least, and there
appears to be no reason why others,
including officials, should not be able
to earn it.

Unity On The Left
What Mr Namboodiripad
is on the
point of achieving in Kerala shows
no clear signs of emerging in West
Bengal. The Kerala leader knows his
mind; he has no doubt that the immediate objective for any leftist party
should be to oust the Congress party
from power and form a leftist Government. He is a realist enough also
to know that a revolutionary seizure
of power, even in the unlikely event
of its feasibility in any particular
State, will be short-lived in the context of all-India realities and may
indeed provide incalculable
opportunities for certain extreme forms of
reaction.
His sense of reality also
makes it clear to him that, if the
emergence of a leftist Government
after the elections is to be made
absolutely certain, he cannot afford
to take any chances by not ensuring
the electorial support of all parties
on the left, perhaps even of parties
which are anti-Congress
but not
necessarily leftist. This is not opportunism, but mature strategy. And Mr
Namboodiripad
has all the qualities
to enable him to follow this strategy
successfully; his intelligence, integrity

and personal charm are conceded even
by his bittecest political opponents.
He inspires total confidence in the
qrdinary uncommitted voter; leaders
of other leftist parties may have reason
to resent this from their own points
of view but know better than to spurn
the advantages of taking shelter under
his umbrella.
Leftist affairs in West Bengal pro·
vide a dismal contrast. All that the
United Left Front seems agreed upon
is the need for a popular movement
during the next two or three months.
It would of course be stupid of the
Opposition pa'rties not to take full
}>Qlitical advantage of the Congress
Government's failure t() relieve the
increasing economic misery of the
people. But in the absence of a common political objective a temporary
popular
upheaval
can
breed a
false sense of achievement.
Bengali
passions are so volatile that not a
great deal is always left to guide
decisive action; it would be a tragedy
if after a cathartic exhaustion before
the end of autumn people went and
voted again early next year for the
party against which they had already
spent .their wrath. It would be understandable if a political party had lost
all faith in the kind of democracy
practised in India and had decided
to seize power by revolutionary means.
Even if this were practicable in the
prevailing
political
and socia-w)·
nomic
situation,
no
party has
produced the slightest evidence of any
clear thinking of how it intends to
go about such a task; keeping up a
revolutionary situation can be a self·
deluding phrase to cover up adole.
cent indecisiveness.
IBut then no
party has unequivocally declared that
it is going to adjure the electoral
path.
Even the Left Communist
leaders spoke about negotiating with
other leftist parties about ways of
defeating the Congress in the nexl
elections, after an earlier statement
by one of them had created misunderstanding.
Much damage, though, has been
done; the charges and counter-char
made last week impaired the proto
pects of left unity, nor did they contribute to public confidence in the
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~h,lit) to ~ubonllnate
their
to the necd for united
ag,linstthe Congre~s. The Left
\Il1im' disinclination
to be
Ii ahout their cIect.oral policy
thvil Ccntral
Committee
109 at Tcnali is understandable,
the ordinal") Illan who is generalY!llpathet.ic to the
left
is
Iy uuinteresteu in leftist inling. The way the Right ComDI t who ~houJd remember what
ned w them in Kerala-n
de
lie usc of the statement of the
PI leader perhaps did greater
to the causc of left unity. Yet
Left CPl'~ failure t.o provide
tive alld acceptable leadership
ewhat disappointing; with its
ubtcd strength in West Bengal
n aflord to be more accommodata ~h Nalllboodiripad has been
cr,da. By being inflexible-in
ICy. sllatvg) or tactics-it
can only
en Ihl' recalcitrance
of other
t glOupS, whetller t.he Right
munists or the splinter political
Its which may not have a large
owing but can still tilt the balance
the linal count. And only by
ng less rigid in its immediate
roarh can it ensure that the in-'
cc of the dissident BangIa Conis Hot lost to the leftist fronL
haps in the last analysis it is a
tion of far-sighted leadership.
linal Press briefing at the close
the four-day meeting of the State
mmiltCe of the Left cpr is perhaps
indication that such leadership
II not..be totally lacking.
I pUlvs

The Sodden City
For weeks Calcutta was ill the grip
extreme heat.
Few nor'westers;
rain at all. Then t.owards the
of la~t week a few showers
ught sQmerelief; with it the dread
at when the rains do really come
h of this unfortunate
city will
mediately go under wat.er, disrupttrallir and much else of the city's
. Calculla's drainage would have
n illade<luate for a city half its
with a quarter oE its population;
, thanks to the notorious incomnce oE the Corporation, main ten-

ance of such drainage as there is has
cious of the total worthlessness
of
been so poor that even a slight drizzle
Calcutta's civic body as are its hapless
sends some areas under water.
Nocitizens.
But in an election year Mr
body seems in any doubt that this
P. C. Sen's indulgence
may prove
year will see a repetition of last year's
costly; and he may be wise t.o take a
woes, perhaps
only worse. Scribes
more lively' interest in the Corporawill curse the Corporation
again; the
tion's affairs.
The citizens of CalCorporation will blame the State Govcutta are too politically conscious. to
ernment;
the people will watch the
pronounce
on the State Government
whole
proceedings
helplessly.
An
on the basis of their sad municipal
election
year brings some changes,
experience; but they are also mature
however temporary-but
not in Calenough to see the clear nexus between
cutta Corporation.
"Thou art free".
the Corporation
and the State Gov·
How long has this been going on ? ernment.
The same political
party
Let Tagore answer with the beginning
runs both shows; the verdict will be
of a famous speech delivered in 1917 : on the performance
of that political
"No sooner has the smallest pluvious
party as a whole and not on a part
wind blown than the floods rage from
thereof.
This brings in also the MPs
our lane to our main street, the way- - from 'Vest Bengal; they have never
farer's pair of footgear is borne alolt
been very active in drawing the Cenover the head like his umbrella, and
tre's attention to the problems of Calat least the denizens of this lane are
cutt.a of which many cannot be solved
Seen to be no better adapted to life
at all without Central assistance.
It
than the amphibians-these
are the
was left to an internatibnal
organizathings r have been observ'ing from
tion, the World Bank itself, t.o tell
our veranda year after year from my
New Delhi that a grave qefect of all
childhood
til~ my hair has grown
Indian planning is the neglect of the
grey".
Unless the city has meanwhile
city of Calcutta.
The neglect contibeen destroyed, our great grandchilnues and oft.en seems calculated;
it
dren will see no different spectacle;
does not seem to be realized
that
only, the expression of their helplessmany of the installations
of the city
ness and despair will probably be less of Calcutta will soon a reach a state
elegant.
Who is responsible?
We
beyond repair.
Now, come the rains;
shaH now quote
tlle Unknown
Inflood t.he city; do your worst; the
dian:
"Tagore attributed
it hal£ to Corporation
has already
done its.
foreign rule and hal£ to the fatalistic
Coroner's
verdict:
Death
by
resignation
to evil and authority
of drowning'.
his count.rymen.
His countrymen
attributed
it whoHy to foreign rule".
Some
nonhomosexuals
maintain
Whose fault is it today? The obvious
they are deviants (io avoid the draft
answer: the Corporation
of Calcutta
in the U.S.). "Wear laced panties to
and its elected Councillors.
Direct
your physical and worry no more,"
responsibility
belongs to the Congress
they advise.
Councillors who have "captured"
all
Newsweek
the Standing Committees.
The Congress Municipal Association, which is
presided over by a leader who does
not even belong to the Corporation,
has much 10 answer for.
But the Government
of West. Bengal can hardly escape its own share of
~-i':~
the blame.
It has superseded at will
a considerable number of municipalities in the districts; when, however,
it comes to the Corporat.ion
of Calcutta, a strange paralysis of the will
s:. J4WAUi\AUL NE""U 1l0.\D, CALeU""'.13
seizes the mind of the State Govern. .
Phon•• ~3·)282/3
.
ment which must be at least. as COns-
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facture
of bidis in East Pakistan.
sneaky Pakistani
diplamatlc
official who gatecrashed one of When the protest against this grew,
the ban was extended
to West
Mrs Indira Gandhi's news conferences
Pakistan.
But 'East Pakistan's
bidi
had a point, after all. When
the
industry is cripplied
and about 25
security men found he was no jourlakh people engaged in it are hit.
nalist, he whipped out his identity
"Vest Pakistan does not have a bidi
card. ''''hen told the conference was
industry worth the name. And all the
open only to newsmen, he said he had
tendu leaf East Pakistan was getting
every right to be present and the
was reshipments
from· India,
Tashkent
agreement provided for it.
The tendu leaf episode may mean
If he was trying to retrieve a bit of
little in itself.
But East Pakistan is
the lost Tashkent
spirit,
he was
just not bothered
about Kashmir.
possibly right.
But the security men
Thf'ce are bigger issues at stake.
It
managed to talk him out of the place.
really is puzzling that President Ayub
There was a certain symbolism in the
Kh:m should have permitted
an absilly episode.
surd step of this kind which could
For all one knows, both the Indian
precipitate
a major political crisis in
and
Pakistani
Goverrunents
are
the eastern wing. The East Pakistan
anxious to resume the dialogue.
The
movement
for autonomy
cannot be
Soviet Union is anxious that it should
by a few unimaginative,
be resumed, too. Andrei Gromyko is suppressed
vindictive acts of this kind.
reported
to be thinking
of calling
The leaves in the wind aside, the
both Mr Swaran Singh and Mr Bhutto
internal pressures on the Ayub regime
to Moscow
to help
resume
the
might augur well for Pakistan in the
dialogue.
Mrs Indira Gandhi said at
long run.
These pressures might be
her news conference that she was prebehind the marked anxiety on Presipared for Indo-Pakistani
talks at any
dent Ayub's part to resume the dialevel. But to imagine that Kashmir
would not be brought in by Pakistan
logue
with
India.
''''auld
New
Delhi now aim at a breakthrough?
would seem rather
juvelllle.
The
High Commissioner,
Mr
Tashkent
agenda provided
for tlis- Pakistan's
Arshad Hussain, is away for consultacussion
of all
disputes,
though,
tions. Shortly, India's Ambassador in
according
to India's
interpretation,
these did not concern Kashmir be- Moscow, Mr T. N. Kaul, is returning
cause it was not a dispute.
Pakistan
to Delhi to join the Foreign Office as
Secretary.
A new effort to break the
thinks otherwise.
In reality President
deadlock is in the offing and one
Ayub Khan and Mr Shastri did discuss
would wish something
came out. of
Kashmir (thank God, the Jan Sangh
did not know all about it I)
So a it. The Soviet Union is keen on playing a dynamic role in bringing about
dialogu~
now should
not be ima qualitative
change in the situation.
possible.
••
••
Maybe
ew Delhi did well to lift
There
is inderd
an unconscious
the ban on trade with Pakistan unilatouch of cynicism to the External
terally.
Maybe there was an eleAffair Ministry's enterprise in circulatment of self·interest
in the decision
in
-the
raw jute piled up in West ,ing an article which appeared
the East Pakistan
daily, Sangbad.
Hen gal had something to do with the
The article says:
gesture.
It
contrasts
with
the
"The State of Emergency has not
Pakistani
Government's
ban on the
yet been lifted from the country desimport of tendu leaf and the manu-

8

pi.te the fact that the emergency
ceased to exist after the cessation of
the Indo·Pakistan
hostilities
which
was followed by the Tashkent declaration, withdrawal
of troops and full
resumption
of diplomatic
relations
with India, etc. Not only have thc
State of Emergency and the Defence
of Pakistan
Rules been kept alive,
they are being used to detain l;olitical
leaders of the Opposition.
"ft is one of the birthrights of the
people of this country to be allowed
to hold different
opinions
on any
matter affecting the interests of the
country and its people and to propa·
gate such opinions.
This right could
be curbed only by a eVctatorship. In
case repression is resorted to instead of
facing poiltical opponents in a political manner and, in' particular, if the
Defence of Pakistan Rules are invoked
to crush political
opposition,
it is
difficult to view such actions as indio
cative of a healthy line of tllinking or
of strength."
But Mr Nanda could be depended
upon to silence irresponsible criticism
of the kind Sangbad is pedclli
How can any border State do awa
with emergency powers and Defcn
of India/Pakistan
Rules?
And
tragedy of it, every State in Pakis
happens
to be a border.
Even
country like Great Britain which h
borders with none but itself has
proclaim an amergency to tackle
seamen's strike I
Mr Atulya Ghosh's brief sojourn
Madras
as Mr Kamaraj's
perso
guest after the Bombay AICC m
have provided
him enough insi
into the vulnerability
of the Cong
Party in the Congress
Preside
home
State.
Mr
Ghosh scar
attempted
to conceal his sense
triumph over the new alignments
has helped to forge in the Con
leadership. He was all too anxiou
impress the Madras newsmen that
accompanied the Congress Presi
from Bombay straight to Madras
Mr
Kamaraj's
insistcncc,
F
Madras, At.ulya Babu flew to
Delhi on his way to the cool hei
of
Simla.
Meantime,
l\fr
declared that he could shcd his
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P of blood to defend Mrs Indira
andhi's leadership.
Chivalrous ind. But how could Mr Atulya
hoshlike such a statement when the
jiva Reddy-Atulya
Ghosh-Patil
mbine has not made up its mind
lit support.ing the Prime Minister?
Mr Kamaraj has been trying to get
r K. D. Malaviya in as t.he Congress
nwi] Secretary to give the office

some stature. An office secretary like
Mr Manaen might please Mr Atulya
Ghosh but a secretary of" some political standing would help Mr Kamaraj
deal with the Cent.ral Election Committee of the party.
If Mr Kamaraj'
was sold on the idea of having Mr
Malaviya as the Secretary, lie need not
have let him contest the CEC elect.ions
and lose ingloriously.

to deal with them, is normal in cert.ain junctures of history in India.
It
is usually seen in what I call imperial
interregnumj
So, it was seen in the
period in which the Mogul Empire
was declining, and it has also made
its appearance after the disappearance
of the British Empire in India.
In
fact, even before the British Empire
had disappeared-to
be precise, nine
months before the coming of indepen- .
dence-I
drew attention to the political
conditions
in India
in the
early part of. the eighteenth
century
in a note published
in a leading
magazine of London, and anticipat.ed
. that we might see similar conditions
after the withdrawal
of the British.
OUTSIDER
Here)s
the note in its entirety:
the
conditions wereRailway Minister, Mr S. _K. anything in politics.
(I hope it will
"1. Complete ineffectiveness of the
Palil, seems to be growing
be understood
that Caesar took conState.
It could not resist foreign
re and more militant.. I referred to siderable care of his coiffure and did
invasion, put down internal rebellion,
5 bluster after the train
explosions
not like to disturb
it.) Mr Patil,
suppress Hindu-Muslim
riots
(there
Assam,and he has followed that up
on
t.he contrary
belongs
to
a were Hindu-Muslim
riots even in
'th even louder bluster after the
Gandhian
and puritanical
Governthose days) , could not ensure efficient
ailment of the Bangalore-Poona
ment.
To expect him to succeed in
administration,
and was not successpress. This, he said, was an act of
taking life is not reasonable.
ful in any project it initiated.
One
tage and the people responsible
In any case, it is not his business
rebel (at Allahabad,
Pandit Nehru's
it should be hanged. Warming up
to catch and punish criminals.
That
domicile)
dictated the name of the
went on to say: "I will not rest
function belongs to his senior colleaImperial
representative
who would
Ifind them and hang them." The
gue,
Mr Nanda,
who
takes
an
be a persona grata to him and with
iderative mood turned
into the
easier line. \t\Then he was questioned
whom he would negotiate.
He deitat.ive mood in the future tense.
in Parliament
whether the man who
manded the costs of his rebellion and
o heroics is more easy than in th,e had stabbed a security guard at the
got them, and also got a new governorure tense.
residence
of
Mr
Mehr
Chand
ship as a quid pro quo for his
If I were sure about
Mr Patil's
Khanna (whose identity was given in
submission.
In the Imperial
camp
ucational antecedents, I would have
the newspapers
as Abdul Hamid, a drums were beaten in honour of this
'd that he was being
carried
victory.
Pathan casual labourer of 60) was an
ay by a reminiscence
of Roman
Indian citizen or Pakistani national,
"2. Concessions
were made and
ory.. Once, when on his way to Mr Nanda replied:
"This gentleman
accepted with mental reservations as
odes, Julius Caesar was captured
has been here for many years. I will
a matter of expediency and not as a
some pirat.es, and he had to be make
further
inquiry
about
his
matter of principle.
Sometimes the
med for the equivalent of a sum
nationality."
The
gentleman
was
opportunism
went as far as downright
Rs 150,000. When a prisoner, he
was capital.
It reminds one of the
dishonesty where both sides had no
to say to his captors
half
old days when commanders on oppoother design but to double-cross each
'ngly,half seriously, that he would
site sides on battlefields
bowed to
other.
Scores of such instances may
them all crucified. And after his
each other and even drank
each
be cited.
se he did fit up some ships,
other's health
before opening
fire,
"3. The
ineffectiveness
was due
eated the pirates, captured them,
and, of course, they always addressed
primarily to the exhaustion of Muslim
had t.hem crucified at Pergamus.
each other as Mr!.ssieurs or GentPepolitical power (both inside and outavea notion that Caesar was able
man!
Only, in those times, soldiers
side India).
But a secondary and not
do that because he was under
used that term for other
soldiers.
unimportant
cause was "Indianizanty-five then, very extravagant
In these days, the Government
uses
tion"; that is to say, installation
of
licentious, and a notorious fop.
it for criminals.
Hindits
(particularly
of the Bania
1'0 used to say of him that. a man
I am not surprised by the politeclass)
and Indianized
Muslims
in
scratched his head with the tip
ness, for tolerance
of crime and
positions where, instead of being su bis little finger was not likely to do
anarchy, arising out of the incapacity
ordinates, they could influence policy.
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The spirit of the admini,stration
was
not normal is a sense which is be- which resulted in the creation of the
altered and the vigour gone with the
coming increasingly
numb
also in
Andhra State and the removal of the
modern India."
decline of the Turkish
and Persian
Communist
Government
in Kerala,
or
elements.
I wrote all that nearly twenty years . and s()me in the Hindu-Muslim
"4. 'Political life and state service
ago. I shall leave it to the reader to
Bengali-Assamese riots. On the other
came to be regarded as the means of
think out whether these symptoms of side is the universal spectacle of the
an imperial
interregnum
are
not
promoting private interest alone, and
disregard of sanitary laws, and traffic
obvious today, in .every stratum
of regulations, as well as t.he continuous
all posts were filled by careerists. The
of the Government
public revenues were looked upon as the relationship
brawls in which people take the law
legitimate loot, and through jobbery
with the people.
The growth
of
into t,heir own hands. None of these
and wire-pulling
the careeris~s could
anarchy can be observed in a graded
defiances result in the removal of the
get almost
any assignments
they
series of activities,' whic,h at one end
incompetent
rulers, nor in any gQ,od
are intense, concentrated,
but sporawanted
on
the
public
revenues.
to the people themsc;lves.
But they'
Strange as it may sound, in contemdic; at the other weak, diffused,
reduce the authority of the State and
porary
Indian
administration
this
but epidemic
and widespread;
and
increase the misery of the law-abiding
harmful
in both.
I give
state of affairs is being exactly re- equally
citizens.
As I intend to describe the
only- two examples from two ends.
peated.
The state did not get value
anarchy in some detail I shall leave
There
are those violent upheavals
for p.ven half of the millions of money
the matter at that. in this commentary.
which' were spent on the war in India.
against the established order, two of
"5. The Marathas and the Congress
have suggestively
similar
characteristics.
The Marathas were impelled
by two motive forces: first, the nega- .
tive xenophobia
(especially Muslimophobia) of the Hindu, and, secondly,
SATYA
M. RAt
the mercenary
motive
of plunder
and exaction.
Of the two social
urban Hindu population
and propaorder to understand
the comorders on which the power of the Congated the use of Hindi in the Devplexity of the language problem
gress rests, the Hindu
professional
nagri script, while the cause of Punin Punjab and why the majority of
midle class supplies the first and the
jabi was taken up by the Chief Khal
the Punjabi-speaking
Hindus in the
Bania class the second.
About the
Dewan which produced a number
State do not accept Punjabi as their
middle of the eighteenth century the
books and pamphlets about the Sik
mother-tongue
it is necessary to exaMarathas
were called
in by the
religion in the Gurmukhi script. The
mine the language ques,tion in the
Imperial
Government
as allies
in
Hindus, thus, developed a certain
north-western
region.
It is a quesorder to suppress certain rebellious
gree of att.:.chment to Hindi and
tion which has bewildered many nonMuslims and also to resist Ahmad
Sikhs to Punjabi in an all-pervadi
Punjabis.
Shah Abdali. The Congress resembles
communal
atmosphere
while Urd
The language controversy has conthe Marathas in the sterility, lack of tinued over the last three-quarters
continued
to be the medium of i
originality,
and imitativeness
of its of a century.
truction in all the schools of the P
In pre-British Punjab
political ideas.
major
vernacular
11
under the Mughals and the Sikhs, in- jab. The
"6. The effect of the decline of cluding the rule of Maharaja Ranjit
pa pel's, represen ting different v'
the power of the state On the masses
points and political
interests, W
Singh-the
court language was Perwas t.wofold. It made one part preprinted in Urdu.
In a few cd
sian. Punjabi was the spoken langudatory and the other panicky.
One
tionaI' institutions
run by varion
age of the entire
Punjab
(exc~pt
section took to loot, murder, robbery,
ligious organisations the children w
Hariana)
with .marked variations in
and finally evolved into the Pindari,
taught Hindi and Punjabi, but e
western, central and east.ern Punjab.
while the other simply ran away into
there every literat.e male Pun
It was invariably written in the Perthe jungles at the slightest sign of sian script by poets and traders alike.
knew Urdu, while a large section
educated
male Sikhs and Hi
trouble.
Under the British, Urdu was made
either did not know Gurmukhi
"7. Lastly, there grew up a habit
the court language in addition to EngHindi or could only read and
of tolerance of anarchy and corruplish, a position which it continued to
for personal
and family rorr
tion, or at all events resignation
to enjoy till partition.
dence.
them.
It was not till the British
During the last decade of the 19th
In this anomalous
situation
Power re-established order that people
century, two important
social reform
spoken
language
of the r
against looked upon peace and secumovements
gained strength
in the
got
no
all-round
loyalty
rity as something to which they were
Punjab as a reaction to the inroads
the different
sections of the
entitled by birthright.
That murder,
made by Christian missionaries.
The
pIe, and could
not ac<!uire
arson, plunder, bribes, peculation are
A~ya Samaj struck roots among the
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language, there is only one monthly
in Punjabi-of
course in the Persian
script"-in
the Punjab
(I) great impetus has been given to t.he Punjabi
language in the Gurmukhi script and
a Punjabi University ha been set up
at Patiala, though not to the complete
satisfaction of the protagonists of Punjabi.
The crux of the issue, thetefore, is not the development
of Hindi
and Punjabi but the political stakes
involved.
The Punjab Government's
decision
to provide for Hindi and Punjabi as
mediums of instruction
while allowing Urdu
to continue as the court
language was recognition of its inability to soh'e the language tangle in
view of the complex nature oE the
issue analysed above.
Had the Gov. ~rnment declared the Punjab
biljngual State making
Punjabi
the regional language of central Punjab and
lIerance
flindi that of Hariana
with Hindi
continuing
as the national language,
The people of the Punjab who
much of the bitterne
which follownt lrdu,poke
Punjabi
and
The
ld u c any of the three scripts to ed could have been a\oided.
Government, on the contrary, gave an
r \ their thoughts, were perhaps
option to the parents or guardian
of
e be t e:ample of linguistic tolerpupils llnder the "Sachar Formula"
. Ridl lOntributions were made
in
October
1949. The
formula,
PllnJabis in Hindi, Punjabi and
though welcomed by the Akalis, had
du. 'I his tradition continues and
round
which
thi day Punjab pro\'ides some of in it all the elements
acute controversies
developed
later.
be t '\Titers like Amrita Preetam
It contained
the germs which could
nd ~Iohan Singh in Punjabi, Faiz
con aminate even the sc 001 going
m d Faiz, Kri,han Chander
and
children with communal venom at a
aJindar Singh Bedi in Urdu, Mohan
and impressionable
ke h, Upendra 1 Tath Ashk and Shiv very formative
period of their life. The scheme was
mar in Hindi.
not obligatory for unaided recognised
t the time of partition', however,
schools where the medium of instrucnjab wa faced with a curious situation was to be determined
by the
on. ~fo. t of the literate people on
management
concerned.
It is a mati ide of the Punjab knew Urdu
ter of common knowledge that these
ut were not prepared to accept it as
were the vorst
medium of instruction owing to educational institution
communal connotation.
\Vhile
forum for communal propaganda. The
formula was also not applicable
to
people on the other side of the
der belonging to different
na- the erstwhile PEPSU area where Punjabi continued
to be the regional
nalities and languages like Sindhis,
thans, Baluchis and Punjabis quietlanguage.
After the achar formula
was
adopted,
a
campaign
was
accepted the Per ian script for the
by Hindu
organisations
exhole of the region, the decision to started
horting Hindu parents and headmaslace Urdu by Hindi and Punjabi
of Hindu high
this side of the border gave rise to ters and principals
schools to declare
Hindi
as the
linguistic controversy.
Conse,
of the children.
This
nth, whereas in the Punjab
(P) mother-tongue
t of the new papers,- periodicals,
was followed by retaliatory
measures
by the Sikhs and Khalsa chools. No
mhlie and weeklie in vernacular
which other langua yes like BenI amil and Telugu en joyed in
ir resl'cctive regions. Language,
Jch "enerally i a unifying force
uinO'• <10' scnional. c;ectarian and
mlllllnal divi ions, however, in the
e of the Punjab, further deepened
citing
communal
divisions.
du. lOU,could not continue its unputcd "way, c\en
after
the
i arh and \Iu lim League movent which exhorted the ~Iuslims to
dare Crdu as their mother-tongue
though t.hey spoke different
lana . While the call did not have
uch inlluencc in other areas with
h d \eloped regional languages, it
do lbledly helped in the Muslims
ownin~ Punjabi-a
les~ developed
uaoe which wa frequently writn in the Persian as \ ,('II as in the
script.
I

such incidents occurred in the PEP U
area where, in spite of Punjabi being
the medium of instruction,
there was
no setback to Hindi which acquired
the statu. of national language.
The Politics of Language
The language
issue a, umed its
political importance
after the .~kali
Party ·had demanded a Punjabi-speaking
tate while not concealing
the
fact that it virtually
meant a Sikh
State.
The situation
took an ugly
turn during the 1951 Census when a
section of misguided
Hindus
gave
Hindi a their mother tongue and the
censu staff openly indulged in deliberately making false entries in favour
of Hindi
or Punjabi in accordance
with their own preference.
In the
heated
communal
atmosphere,
the
Press carried on' the campaign in the
bittere t language.
The
cause
oE
Hindi and Punjabi were vociferously
propagated
and the dazed observer
in the re t of the country aw that this
battle for Hindi and Punjabi was being tought in Urdu,
The disunity alllong the Punjabispeaking
people,
the felicity with
which Hindi was learnt
and used
even by the Sikhs-in
the Punjab
Uni\ersit)
nearly 60 per cent of the
students from Central
Punjab
had
offered Hindi
as the medium-and
the fear of economic setback to the
tate which h",d hardly revived after
the shock of partition only a decade
ago, were the factors which led to
the States Reorganisation
Commission's recommendations
against Punjabi
uba and maintenance
of the
tatus quo.
The recommendations,
1;rowever, instead of satisfying the two
communities,
sharpened the struggle.
The Akalis felt deceived while the Jan
Sangh gloated over its victory.
The
regional formula, accepted as a compromise by the Akalis after they led
a deputation
to Mr Nehru in 1956,
was not accepted by the Hindu communal forces who fed on the sentiments of the people of Hariana that
ju tice has not been done to them in
the division of the State between Punjabi and Hindi regions.
After the
failure of the regional formula, the
Akali Party, led my Master Tara
11

Singh, despite periodic turn-a bouts in
its politics, reverted to the slogans of
"Panth
in danger",
afeguards
for
"Sikh culture and religion" and"
ikh
State", thus confirming
the fear of
even well-meaning
Hindus
that it
wanted a religious State in which the
interests
of the other
community
might suffer.
The split in the Akali Party and the
rational approach of ant Fateh ingh
opened a new chapter in Punjab politics. The exit of Sardar Pratap Singh
Ki hen Ministry to solve the languhi murder. the failure of the Ram
Kishan Ministry to solve the language tangle, tense relations with Pakistan leading to the outbreak
of the
undeclared war over Kashmir and the
coming general electIons, ma<;le it imperative that the q.uestion of reorganisation of the Punjab
hould be settled to t.he satisfaction of all concerned. The Congress
\\' orking
Committee resolution on the Punjabi Suba.
was a right step in the direction.
But
to defeat the communal
forces it i
necessary to (1) carve out the two
States after merging the hill districts
with Himachal Pradesh,
trictly on a
linguistic ba i with the help of experts; (2) to take
trong measures
against the tendency to shift industry
from the Punjab;
(3) to de\'elop
friendly
relations
and remove mistrust between the two communities
,,'hich have close social, marital, economic, cultural
and religious
ties;
(4) to give no option to the people of
the two areas to choose their'mother
tongue-provision,
however, has to be
made for other linguistic minorities
as is done in other States.
If Punjab can learn a lesson after
the recent "black ten days" and can
settle the issue which has been hanging fire since independence,
the sacrifice of the people for the cause will
not go in vain,

* Number of publications lt1 various languages in Pakistan as given by Pakistan
Press Information Deptt., Karachi (1958)
English
165
Bengali
122
Urdu
456
Pustu
16
Guj rati
8
Arabic
1
Sindhi
96
Persian
2
Punjabi
(monthly)
12

Neo-Fascism
SUMANTA

In Britain
BANERJEE

THE

fascists made some headway
Sussex News.
A look at these two
Britain
in the hungry
newspapers, ijsually distributed
free
thirties,
but ended
up miserably.
among sympathizers, reveals that they
Rumblings
of a rising fascism are
are not the usual babblings of semiagain being heard today. It is perhaps
illiterate extremists, but are likely to
doomed to a similar fate. But before
present a convincing
facade to the
it dies, the mischief done may well
uninformed.
They emphasize, for inaffect Britain's relations wjth Asia and
stance,
the .harmony
and relatiYe
Africa for se\'eral generations to come.
peacefulness of segregated (:ommuniThe industrial doldrums and rising
ties in South Africa. One particular
unemployment
of the thirties gave
issue carried a list of 42 scientists from
rise to Oswald Mosley's movement.
all over the world, ull ,of whom were
The economic situation
in today's
stated to hold the view that "there
Britain, although different, is ripe for were fundamental
differences between
a- similar movement.
No other great
races other than skin colour."
industrial
Power is so dependent
on
That racist groups like the RP or
imports today, none so liable to eco- the Argus Britons Rights Association,
nomic disaster through disruption
of are directly
linked
with branded
international
trade as Britain is. If fascist apd neo-Nazi groups in Britain
an economic recession were to hit the
is evident from the career of ~Ir
country
and widespread
unemployRaymund Bamford, one of the most
ment resulted, the disgruntled
would
active r:rcialists in the country. When
need an enemy on whom hostility and
the ABRA was formed in 1965, he
violence could be focused.
Thirty
became its President.
He was also the
years ago, the British fascists and the
vice-chairman
of the
RPS.
;\Ir
German 1 Tazis seized upon the Jews
Bamford
is now Chapbin'
to the
and made them the scapegoats for the
National
Youth Movement of John
misfortunes of their countries.
Their
Bean's
British
National
Part)'-a
counterparts
in today's Britain have
known
fascist
organization.
The
found a potential red herring in the
National
Organizer
of the NYl\I is
coloured Asian and African
immiCharles
Kieley,
a former
general
grants.
secretary of the ABRA.
Smethwick is now an old story. But
it wa the activities of racist groups
Sensational Facts
like the Birmingham
lmmigration
Further sensational facts about the
Control Association
since 1960 that
links of the racialists with the fascists
have now led to the formation
of have been recently unearthed by the
co-ordinated,
well-knit
fascist organovel research technique of a stud
nizations led by persons with con- group of the l\lanchester
Uni\ersi
tacts, ideological
and financial,
in Liberal
Society.
This group 1Ia
countries like South Africa.
All edconyened
to discuss the advent 0
dence indicates that Britain's colour
organized
racialism
in Britain and
problem is no longer a case of isolated
specifically
to compile
data 0
expression of prejudiced
individuals,
anti-immigrant
organizations .. The
but i fast approaching the dimensions
est.ablished contact with these orga
of an organized racialism reminiscent
nizations by buying their litcratur
of the Jew-baiting in the pre-war days.
and even by joining
them. The
The key organization
behind
the
per uaded Mr Bamford to come to
concerted effort to· set up a nationmeeting.
He addressed them lind
wide complex of racists is the racial
the impression that he was speakin
Preservation
Society,
its principal
to a gro1lp of racialists. wanting t
organs being the Afidland News and
start an organization
in Manchest
in
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that is required is that you spend
some
money.
Groups
of people
0l"erating on both sides of the border
and having close links among themselves function as a kind of unofficial
travel agency_ You have only to contact ~ny of their numerous
agents,
pay the required sum of money and a
smooth
passage
is assured.
You
couldn't have felt safer in the hands
9~ Thomas Cook.
The .actual rate
for the service fluct.uates from month
to month.
The prevailing
rate, I
learn, is Rs 120 per person.
The
border
police are obviously in the
racket because those who cross with
the help of this underground
,travel
agency have no need to bypass the
normal routes.

recent election~ to the Leo-is- in to see an officer. The officer not
only confirmed what the clerk had
lative Council in \Vest Ben~al
said but repeated that the AlCC office
did not go well for the Congress. All
had given clear instructions
to the
the seats from the graduates' and teachers' constituencies
wt:re won by the' railway authorities
and he had strict
Left. Frol1) the Calcuaa Local Self- orders from his Chief to follow these
Moreover even though
Government
con tituenC\ two out of instructions.
three seats went to the' Opposition.
the AICC session was expected to conclude on May 23, the ban on sale of
If these results are to be considered
tickets to "outsiders"
(i.e. those who e
as straws in the wind-which
they are
names were not sent by the AICC)
-the
wind is blowing in a direction
became effective from May 21. My
unfavourable
to the ruling
party.
friend who was very persistent
was
The split in the Congress with' the
told, however, that if he was very
appearance
of a group of dissidents
keen on getting a ticket for the 21 st
who are seeking alliance with the Left
The police in charge of inter-di·
he should wait till a few hours before
force in the State ha further tilted
trict
cordoning of rice perhaps go one
the train left. If bv that time the
the scales against the ruling party;
better
than the border police responin brief, circumstances on the eve of AICC office permitte'd him to issue
sible
for
the international
frontiers.
tickets my friend could have one. As
the 1967 general elections are more
ingenvity
is unbeatable.
.\
practically no AlCC member left on Their
favourable
for the setting up of an
man is caught trying to smuggle a bag
that day-the
voting for the Gentral
alternative
Government.
of rice from the non-rationed
to the
Election Commit.tee was yet to take
An extremist
fringe in the left
rationed
area.
He
is
immediatch
place-my
friend was able at last to
movement
eems more interested
in
smuggler
prompth
buy a ticket.
That, however, was by arrest.ed. The
the divisions within
the Opposition
fishes out a couple of rupees from hi
no means the end of his troubles.
parties than in defeating the ruling
pocket or more likely, from his waist.
party.
Thi trend, howner,
did not
''''hen
he went to the Station he
He is let off and proceeds with hi
found that no sleeper coach had been
prevail at the recent meeting of the
bag of rice. A policeman is detailed
attached to the train.
The official
Left C.P.I. State Committee
in 'Vest
by the picket on duty to trail him
explanation
was that
the sleeper
Bengal, which took note of the urge
It is well known that smuggled rice
In private, railof the people of West Bengal to re- coach was defective.
finds its way to the retailer through.
duce the Congres
to a minority in way officials informed him that all
a series of links in a long chain. The
..sleeper coaches were being held back
the Legislature.
It would. of course,
policeman who has been followingfor the AICC delegates.
Depending
be oversimplifying
matters to suppose
the man notes the next transaction
on the rush of delegates leaving, two
that all hurdles to forging a united
or more sleeper coaches would be at- where the smuggler parts WIth his b
front to fight the elections have been
party.
The policema
tached in' place of one. And so my to another
crossed. The main obstacle,
agreefriend had to make his journey to promptly arrests tllat man. Again th
ment over allocation of seats, remains.
fine of two rupees is realised and t
Calcutta
in an ordinary
third-clas3
This has always proved more difficult
bag proceeds on its way with t
coach.
to overcome than the agreement over
policeman hot on its trail. It is n
a minimum programme.
sold to some dealer who is again
'"'
Another
ministerial-level
meeting
A friend who was in Bombay while 'on resumption of trade and traffic be- rested and made to fork out so
the AlCC was in session went to the:: tween Pakistan and India seems to cash. Thus as the bag of rice p
ceeds along the chain to the retail
Railway Booking Office to secure a be in the offing. But don't think that
the police add to their pile at ea
traffic between the two c9untries had
berth in a third-class sleeper.
He was
A veritable gold mine in
ever stopped.
Hundreds
of people, . point.
told there were strict instructions
single bag of smuggled rice.
I discovered, few days ago, cross the
from "above" not to issue any tickets
Our
productivity
experts co
border each day and have been doing
for the leeper between certain dates
learn
a
lesson
or
two
from
this.
so with perhaps a break of a few days
for more than a week. He was further told that reservations
could be during the height of the Indo-Pakis•
'When the food movement t
tan war. This two-way traffic opemade during the period only through
place in West Bengal in Febe
rates without the help of passports or
the AICC office. Not satisfied with
March there were people here
visas or other travel documents.
All
the booking clerk's answer he went
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NOW
were echoed by newspapers
ad who declared that this movent was purely political and had
bing to do with food. The proof,
y averred, lay in the fact that not
ingle glain of rice had been looted,
t a single hoard of rice attacked.
i , according t.o them, would have
n the most natural thing to do if
was really hunger that had driven
people to desperation.
ow this sort of thing is happening.

Hungry people are seizing stocks of
rice-wherever they can lay their hands
upon them. Are the critics now convinced that hunger and starvation are
stalking the land?
Not at all. The
very fact that looting of rice has taken
place at a number of places proves
conclusively
that
sinister
political
elements are at work, elements who
are out to make a political issue out
of human hunger.

India's
uncoordinated
reactions
to
external stimuli-Israel's
"petty" offer
of fertilizer must be reject.ed because
the Arabs will be offended, the Arabs
must Qe kept in good humour
because of Kashmir, New Delhi cannot
agree to Indian trade representation
in East Germany'because
the Federal
Republic will take a dim view of this,
act.ive efforts to redirect U.S. policy
in Vietnam are not desirable because
the Americans
are sensitive on this
point and the aiel programme
might
be affected, some initiative in the form
of a challenge to Peking to negotiate
the border dispute is also undesirable
because the West might misunderstand
and Indian
public
opinion
might
disapprove.
Referring
to
COMMENTATOR
Indian inaction in regard to Vietnam
N.].N. says that the Buddhist move11II the silly season in full swing
ment has emerged
as a political
the paper interpreted
as an upsurge
newspapers are having a hard
factor
from
the frustrations
and
against the Ayub regime. The Hindu
me making themselves lively. The
failures which neither U.S. policy nor
turned to Vietnam, an almost unfailught story has spent itself, and
any of the Saigon regimes has been
ing safe source, for its main story,
Ifimlllolat,ion by Buddhists has be- while Patriot made a splash of a able to resolve. It did not exist as a
e a daily 'Occurrence in South
contending force in rivalry wit,h hther
special story of reported
differences
lelnalll. The end of Indonesia's
forces but developed in answer to an
between Mr Asoka Mehta and Mr
nfrontation against Malaysia had a Sachin Chaudhuri over Plan resources.
impossible situation.
Its credentials
ief reign on the front page, but the
as compared to those of General K y
The paper ,said Mr Swaran Singh
umballlatic conference at Bangkok
are decisively
in its favour
and
was cutting short his trip abroad to
rdly met the requirements of newsnothing is more likely to disturb the
attend
discussions
on this subject.
pelS. The reported imminence of
Viet.cong and Hanoi
than a South
The lead story of The Indian ExPress
greatest ever purge in China made
Vietnam
leadership 'which has the
made use of Mr Swaran Singh's early
d copy, but it remained
a return in another context.
support and cooperation of this third
It said
alter of speculation.
With
the
force.
New Delhi has done nothing
the Foreign
Minister
and
other
dget session of Parliament
and
to encourage
this development
and
leaders were rushing to New Delhi
\ICC session in Bombay over,
put across its implications with clarity
to take vital decisions on the formahome lIe\vsbecame dull, and even the tion of new States in the Punjab
and force.
Indo-U.S. friendship will
mvclltivcness of correspondents could
survive all the teach-ins which the two
region.
The Hindu~tan
Times and
t make it lively.
Governments
can organise
between
Amrita
Bazar Patrika
had almost
The predicament. of newspapers can
themselves
on the Vietnam
issue.
identical items as their lead storiesguessed from the fact that on a division of Punjab.
WashingtDn
is conscious
as never
But the former
rtieular day practically all major
before that it has manoeuvred
itself
had a special story on t,he' subject
spapers had different lead stories,
into an impossible dilemma in Southwhile the latter carried an agency
hetween them the lead stories ex- report that the commission's
East Asia.
Its main problem is to
report.
usted all important
news of tJle on the division of the State had been
seek an "out" without too much loss
y. Tltr Statesman led with a report
of prestige and anyone who can point
submitted.
H!'ndusthan
Standard
m London on the proceedings in
chose to be content with what was the way, certainly not towards surren.
e Pakistan National Assembly based
happening
immediately
around
and
del', but towards a more effective
a dispatch appearing
in The
led with vandalism
at examination
Communist
containment
policy has
meso
That
news of Pakistan
. centres in Calcutta. '
every chance of a respectful hearing.
uld come to India via London can
Resuming his column in The Times
The Statesman is not prepared to'
itself he an eloquent commentary
of 'India
after some weeks N.J.N.
give such a clean cert.ificate to the
the state of relationship between
has accused India of being obsessed . Buddhists, who next to the Vietcong
two countries. The lead story.in
with the s'tudy of its own navel of are "the main disturbance"
on the
t Timrs of India was the agitation
internal
problems. ' As a result,
scene. They have often repeated that
autonomy in East Pakistan which
certain stereotypes, not ideas, governed
their fight is not with the presence
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the attitude
of all classes of society
niversity and apparently spilled the
in Britain 'and it takes a stronger turn
ans. He told' them of his connexiparticularly
when it faces a coloured
in South Africa and of possible
ancial help from there. He dis- immigrant.
lbuted among them South African
Obvious target
d Southern Rhodesian paper and
The reasons, are more or less the
gazines, copies of the German
Same which found expression in prespaper National
und Soldaten
war
Germany.
After
Germany's
lIullg, published by the most exfailure to win World \Var I and her
me 'right-wing organization,
the
economic troubles that followed, the
alional Democratic Party.
The degree of co-ordination
be- Jews became the obvious target of the
een lhese organizations
strongly frustrated and the depressed. There is
"something p,sych()~ogically satisfying
ggests a degree of central planning
about kicking a scapegoat. It saves the
d systematic activity.
They are
admission, painful to the ego, of perking a basis of electoral power on
sonal responsibility
for one's failure.
al and parliamentary
level, partilarly in the Midlands and pa-rts of In today's Britain, which is suffering
from housing shortage, the coloured
e South. In Birmingham, just on
e eve of the recent General Elec- people are being made the scapegoats
for the shortage.
on, I came across a pamphlet
A ort of "out group hostility"
is
'tten by John Sander, Chairman of
also prevalent
among
the British
Birmingham Immigration
Conpeople.
Typical is the attitude of a
I A ·sociation.
Phrase
like the
young lady who had been unemployeed for keeping Britain
white,"
ed for a few weeks in 1961 when she
mplaints of "Britain
will never
was living in North Kensington.
She
ain be our own country,"
and
had to go to the Labour Exchange
eats like "Let us show them t.hat
are still British"
smacked
of which was crowded with women seeking employment.
There was only one
ali racial phraseology.
I later
ani that the Association planned to other white woman waiting to be ip.terviewed.
She said that she counted
d "missionaries" to 30 constituenthe number of coloured women there
all over the country to bring the
and calculated that in one week they
mi~ration issue home to the people.
were drawing in unemployment
benesignificant feature of this year'5
fit as much from the State as she had
clions was the active participation
paid in income tax during the past
Oswald ~fosley's Union l\Iovement
'Iuch set up Jeffrey Ham, one of ten years. The memory of this suddenly aroused a fierce passion within
b Ic\'s lieutcnants, a a candidate.
her and she violently
demanded,
The danger of an organized fascist
"\Vhy the hell should I pay for these
\ement in Britain is all the more
The
1 in view of the growing racial pre- lblack monkeys to live on me?"
dice among the British
111ases fascists are not far behind in exploiting this sort of sentiment.
In a racist
ich could· be an easy breeding
pamphlet I saw the following lines:
wHI for fascist ideo log:,. The
a Pakistani who had flown into
oral}ce of most English peol) c ......
London was a week later found to
ut .\ ia or .\frica h:1 alway been
He will
onollS. For generations thi5 has have severe tuberculosis.
spend his first six months
in this
n nurtured b' malicious propacountry in hospital at a cost to the
da of race superiorit.y. Xenopho. is strongly characteristic
of tax-payers of about £ 1,000."

The danger of coloured immigrants
being made scapegoats in the British
industry in the event of a slump is always lurking
in the background.
Coloured labourers in Britain are like
a bitter pill, tolerated as a necessary
evil. There are about 12,000 vacancies
of a manual nature in the Midlands
which are unlikely to be filled up by
British workers who are rapidly coming to regard inferior jobs in industry
as coloured m~n's jobs. The coloured
immigrants-peasants
of British industry-are
to be found doing the
menial and the less enviable tasks, the
lowly paid jobs, the dirty jobs, the hot
and humid jobs. This is precisely the
reason
why all talk about
their
repatriation
by a handful of fascists is
bound to go unheeded in responsible
quarters in Britain.
But it would be easier for the. fascists to divert any social resentment
against the coloured immigrants,
especially in the event of an industrial
recession.
For its recruits it may not
find much success among organized
labour.
Bl!t Britain has always been
notorious for its Lumpenproletariat:
roughs, toughs, hooligans, old labourers out on a lark,
youth
from
good
families,
"nice
boys"
from
private schools whom any excitement
attracts almost like a sport-men
who
were utilized by Mosley against the
Jews.
One can already
e~ evidence
of this type of foul-mouthed,
brawling
hooligani m in places like
Little
Rock, Nottil1o- Hill, Sharpeville
and
Kings Cross.
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that is required is that you spend
some
money.
Groups
of people
0l"erating on both sides of the border
and having close links among themselves function as a kind of unofficial
travel agency_ You have only to contact ~ny of their numerous
agents,
pay the required sum of money and a
smooth
passage
is assured.
You
couldn't have felt safer in the hands
9~ Thomas Cook.
The .actual rate
for the service fluct.uates from month
to month.
The prevailing
rate, I
learn, is Rs 120 per person.
The
border
police are obviously in the
racket because those who cross with
the help of this underground
,travel
agency have no need to bypass the
normal routes.

recent election~ to the Leo-is- in to see an officer. The officer not
only confirmed what the clerk had
lative Council in \Vest Ben~al
said but repeated that the AlCC office
did not go well for the Congress. All
had given clear instructions
to the
the seats from the graduates' and teachers' constituencies
wt:re won by the' railway authorities
and he had strict
Left. Frol1) the Calcuaa Local Self- orders from his Chief to follow these
Moreover even though
Government
con tituenC\ two out of instructions.
three seats went to the' Opposition.
the AICC session was expected to conclude on May 23, the ban on sale of
If these results are to be considered
tickets to "outsiders"
(i.e. those who e
as straws in the wind-which
they are
names were not sent by the AICC)
-the
wind is blowing in a direction
became effective from May 21. My
unfavourable
to the ruling
party.
friend who was very persistent
was
The split in the Congress with' the
told, however, that if he was very
appearance
of a group of dissidents
keen on getting a ticket for the 21 st
who are seeking alliance with the Left
The police in charge of inter-di·
he should wait till a few hours before
force in the State ha further tilted
trict
cordoning of rice perhaps go one
the train left. If bv that time the
the scales against the ruling party;
better
than the border police responin brief, circumstances on the eve of AICC office permitte'd him to issue
sible
for
the international
frontiers.
tickets my friend could have one. As
the 1967 general elections are more
ingenvity
is unbeatable.
.\
practically no AlCC member left on Their
favourable
for the setting up of an
man is caught trying to smuggle a bag
that day-the
voting for the Gentral
alternative
Government.
of rice from the non-rationed
to the
Election Commit.tee was yet to take
An extremist
fringe in the left
rationed
area.
He
is
immediatch
place-my
friend was able at last to
movement
eems more interested
in
smuggler
prompth
buy a ticket.
That, however, was by arrest.ed. The
the divisions within
the Opposition
fishes out a couple of rupees from hi
no means the end of his troubles.
parties than in defeating the ruling
pocket or more likely, from his waist.
party.
Thi trend, howner,
did not
''''hen
he went to the Station he
He is let off and proceeds with hi
found that no sleeper coach had been
prevail at the recent meeting of the
bag of rice. A policeman is detailed
attached to the train.
The official
Left C.P.I. State Committee
in 'Vest
by the picket on duty to trail him
explanation
was that
the sleeper
Bengal, which took note of the urge
It is well known that smuggled rice
In private, railof the people of West Bengal to re- coach was defective.
finds its way to the retailer through.
duce the Congres
to a minority in way officials informed him that all
a series of links in a long chain. The
..sleeper coaches were being held back
the Legislature.
It would. of course,
policeman who has been followingfor the AICC delegates.
Depending
be oversimplifying
matters to suppose
the man notes the next transaction
on the rush of delegates leaving, two
that all hurdles to forging a united
or more sleeper coaches would be at- where the smuggler parts WIth his b
front to fight the elections have been
party.
The policema
tached in' place of one. And so my to another
crossed. The main obstacle,
agreefriend had to make his journey to promptly arrests tllat man. Again th
ment over allocation of seats, remains.
fine of two rupees is realised and t
Calcutta
in an ordinary
third-clas3
This has always proved more difficult
bag proceeds on its way with t
coach.
to overcome than the agreement over
policeman hot on its trail. It is n
a minimum programme.
sold to some dealer who is again
'"'
Another
ministerial-level
meeting
A friend who was in Bombay while 'on resumption of trade and traffic be- rested and made to fork out so
the AlCC was in session went to the:: tween Pakistan and India seems to cash. Thus as the bag of rice p
ceeds along the chain to the retail
Railway Booking Office to secure a be in the offing. But don't think that
the police add to their pile at ea
traffic between the two c9untries had
berth in a third-class sleeper.
He was
A veritable gold mine in
ever stopped.
Hundreds
of people, . point.
told there were strict instructions
single bag of smuggled rice.
I discovered, few days ago, cross the
from "above" not to issue any tickets
Our
productivity
experts co
border each day and have been doing
for the leeper between certain dates
learn
a
lesson
or
two
from
this.
so with perhaps a break of a few days
for more than a week. He was further told that reservations
could be during the height of the Indo-Pakis•
'When the food movement t
tan war. This two-way traffic opemade during the period only through
place in West Bengal in Febe
rates without the help of passports or
the AICC office. Not satisfied with
March there were people here
visas or other travel documents.
All
the booking clerk's answer he went
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were echoed by newspapers
ad who declared that this movent was purely political and had
bing to do with food. The proof,
y averred, lay in the fact that not
ingle glain of rice had been looted,
t a single hoard of rice attacked.
i , according t.o them, would have
n the most natural thing to do if
was really hunger that had driven
people to desperation.
ow this sort of thing is happening.

Hungry people are seizing stocks of
rice-wherever they can lay their hands
upon them. Are the critics now convinced that hunger and starvation are
stalking the land?
Not at all. The
very fact that looting of rice has taken
place at a number of places proves
conclusively
that
sinister
political
elements are at work, elements who
are out to make a political issue out
of human hunger.

India's
uncoordinated
reactions
to
external stimuli-Israel's
"petty" offer
of fertilizer must be reject.ed because
the Arabs will be offended, the Arabs
must Qe kept in good humour
because of Kashmir, New Delhi cannot
agree to Indian trade representation
in East Germany'because
the Federal
Republic will take a dim view of this,
act.ive efforts to redirect U.S. policy
in Vietnam are not desirable because
the Americans
are sensitive on this
point and the aiel programme
might
be affected, some initiative in the form
of a challenge to Peking to negotiate
the border dispute is also undesirable
because the West might misunderstand
and Indian
public
opinion
might
disapprove.
Referring
to
COMMENTATOR
Indian inaction in regard to Vietnam
N.].N. says that the Buddhist move11II the silly season in full swing
ment has emerged
as a political
the paper interpreted
as an upsurge
newspapers are having a hard
factor
from
the frustrations
and
against the Ayub regime. The Hindu
me making themselves lively. The
failures which neither U.S. policy nor
turned to Vietnam, an almost unfailught story has spent itself, and
any of the Saigon regimes has been
ing safe source, for its main story,
Ifimlllolat,ion by Buddhists has be- while Patriot made a splash of a able to resolve. It did not exist as a
e a daily 'Occurrence in South
contending force in rivalry wit,h hther
special story of reported
differences
lelnalll. The end of Indonesia's
forces but developed in answer to an
between Mr Asoka Mehta and Mr
nfrontation against Malaysia had a Sachin Chaudhuri over Plan resources.
impossible situation.
Its credentials
ief reign on the front page, but the
as compared to those of General K y
The paper ,said Mr Swaran Singh
umballlatic conference at Bangkok
are decisively
in its favour
and
was cutting short his trip abroad to
rdly met the requirements of newsnothing is more likely to disturb the
attend
discussions
on this subject.
pelS. The reported imminence of
Viet.cong and Hanoi
than a South
The lead story of The Indian ExPress
greatest ever purge in China made
Vietnam
leadership 'which has the
made use of Mr Swaran Singh's early
d copy, but it remained
a return in another context.
support and cooperation of this third
It said
alter of speculation.
With
the
force.
New Delhi has done nothing
the Foreign
Minister
and
other
dget session of Parliament
and
to encourage
this development
and
leaders were rushing to New Delhi
\ICC session in Bombay over,
put across its implications with clarity
to take vital decisions on the formahome lIe\vsbecame dull, and even the tion of new States in the Punjab
and force.
Indo-U.S. friendship will
mvclltivcness of correspondents could
survive all the teach-ins which the two
region.
The Hindu~tan
Times and
t make it lively.
Governments
can organise
between
Amrita
Bazar Patrika
had almost
The predicament. of newspapers can
themselves
on the Vietnam
issue.
identical items as their lead storiesguessed from the fact that on a division of Punjab.
WashingtDn
is conscious
as never
But the former
rtieular day practically all major
before that it has manoeuvred
itself
had a special story on t,he' subject
spapers had different lead stories,
into an impossible dilemma in Southwhile the latter carried an agency
hetween them the lead stories ex- report that the commission's
East Asia.
Its main problem is to
report.
usted all important
news of tJle on the division of the State had been
seek an "out" without too much loss
y. Tltr Statesman led with a report
of prestige and anyone who can point
submitted.
H!'ndusthan
Standard
m London on the proceedings in
chose to be content with what was the way, certainly not towards surren.
e Pakistan National Assembly based
happening
immediately
around
and
del', but towards a more effective
a dispatch appearing
in The
led with vandalism
at examination
Communist
containment
policy has
meso
That
news of Pakistan
. centres in Calcutta. '
every chance of a respectful hearing.
uld come to India via London can
Resuming his column in The Times
The Statesman is not prepared to'
itself he an eloquent commentary
of 'India
after some weeks N.J.N.
give such a clean cert.ificate to the
the state of relationship between
has accused India of being obsessed . Buddhists, who next to the Vietcong
two countries. The lead story.in
with the s'tudy of its own navel of are "the main disturbance"
on the
t Timrs of India was the agitation
internal
problems. ' As a result,
scene. They have often repeated that
autonomy in East Pakistan which
certain stereotypes, not ideas, governed
their fight is not with the presence
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of Americans, that they want the fight
with the Communists to continue and
that in this they are 1Vith the U.S.
forces. At the same· time they or a
section among them insist that the
Americans remove their props from
under
Prime
Minister
Ky, which
simply means that they want the Air
Marshal to come down. Yet-to
complete this cycle of absurdity-they
have given no sign that they are
willing to shoulder the responsibilities
of Government
themselves or willing
to let any Government
whatsoever
stay in office for long except on their
own terms-which
they do not spell
out.
The paper says early and unquestionable
elections
remain
the
only thing which can end this mess,
"if anything can".
It will give the
Buddhists the chance they appear to
be looking for most, to demonstrate
conclusively
the strength
of their
numbers.
It will also give the rest the
chance to see what the Buddhists are
willing to do with their strength.
Mr
Dea'n Rusk has committed his Government to clear support for the election
plan. He should carry the conviction
of this commitment
to faction-torn
Saigon, if necessary at the point of the
threat that the future of the American
military presence is not only conditional
upon
endorsement
by the
electorate
but also upon agreement
by everyone to hold elections in the
first place. This may seem a drastic
threat to hold over Vietnam but no
more drastic than that of endless
escalation.
The paper's
suggestion
may be, incidentally,
another way for
the U.S. to get out
of Vietnam
without much loss of prestige.

"Asoka In Blunderland"
In the controversy over the size of
the Fourth Plan The Indian Express
has
fully
endorsed
the
Finance
Minister's point of view and come out
with
a stinging
editorial
entitled
"Asoka in Blunderland"
against the
planners.
Something should be done,
it says, to dismantle the ivory tower
which the planners
of this country
have built for themselves.
Sequestered from the realities around
them,
they still go on with their fanciful
exercises in planning,
conjuring
up
16

visions of grandiose prosperit.y for the
people through their own inscrutable
methods of planning.
Thes@, based
on "doubtful assumptions, vague projections and questionable
data", have
become a sacramental
blueprint
for
all time. The country has paid dearly
for this runaway unrealism and is now
being asked to pay more. If any lesson
is to be learnt from the equivocation
which some of the aid-givers
have
shown of late it is that aid can no
longer be taken for granted.
Of
dreams and promises Mr Mehta and
the Planning Commission have been
prodigal.
But it is by their performance that. the aid-givers will judge
them. There is, therefore, sound economic wisdom in the Finance Ministry's suggestion that to begin with, the
Fourth
Plan
public
sector outlay
should be related to the resources in
sight and that additions to the outlay
should be made only if the resources
position later shows signs of improve. ment.
This is common
sense but
common sense is the last quality one
has come to associate with the lotuseaters of the Planning
Commission.
If the Commission
persists in its
specious logic and succeeds in pushing
through its proposal for a larger Plan
outlay, on the basis of an expectation
of substantial aid which seems unlikely to materialise,
it will be doing
grievous damage to the country.
PatTiot has called the controversy a
"great pother between Tweedledum
and Tweedledee' while the Plan itself
'looks perilously poised over the brink
of disaster.
It is typical of the upsidedown economics
that govern
our
planning efforts currently, that a nearcrisis in the Cabinet concerning
the
size of the Fourth Plan should start
from differences in assessment of the
availability
of foreign exchange.
As
long as the starting point of planning
is the availability of foreign aid and
its size and internal balance are based
on other people's kindness, the end
product will be economic demoralisation.
Mr Asoka Mehta may bring
from America not Rs 4,000 crores but
Rs 5,000 crores worth of dollars. His
plan will still fail and the people
will become more dependent
as long
as the base on which the plan is

mounted is not a spirit of self-reliance
and the people's pride in themselves.
Th~ policies pursued by the Government today and the explanations
given by Mr Mehta and Mr Subramaniam will not arouse that pride.
They only make the people more
cynical, irresponsible,
and amenable
to domination
by foreign interests.

Dialogue with Pakistan
The Rindt/stan Times has pleaded
with the Government of India to take
the initiative
in resuming the dialogue with Pakistan.
Making a distinction between the attitudes of President Ayub Khan and his Foreign Minister the paper says that the Pakistan President continues to give evidence that what he has in mind when
he reminds India of the priority of
the Kashmir issue is that the Kashmir
ball must be kept in play. If this is
the only concession he is looking for
there is no reason why India should
not make another attempt to explore
the possibilities of progress in other
areas of the relationship
with Pakistan without doing anything more on
Kashmir
than going
through
the
formality of a restatement of the rival
stands.
Referring
to Mr Bhutto's
call to the nation to "activate" itself
for a solution of the Kashmir dispute
the paper says such wild talk is not
calculated to allay the suspicions regarding Pakistani intentions
already
aroused by the evidence of closer ties
with China. Nevertheless, India owes
it to its record of responsible international
conduct
to continue
the
search for an accord with Pakistan in
the spirit of Tashkent without letting
up on its preparedness
to meet tlle
threat of "active" solutions.
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Drama

Noor ]ehan
By A

DRAMA

CRITIC

A N book,
eighteenth
century
based on Muslim

history
sources,
describes Noor Jehan as the spring
that moved the great Mogul St.ate, a
woman who acquired
power more
through her own address than by the
weakness of Jehangir.
In a world
where women, however
formidable,
had to live trapped .in the seraglio,
Noor lehan, throwing awary her veil
to the winds, sat in t.he open du1'bm-,
took up tbe reins of power in her
beautiful
and extraordinarily
able
hands, and made her power absolu te,
both over her husbanq and his empire.
D. L. Roy in his drama presents
precisely this image of Noor Jehan
and shows how the lust for power
corrupted her and brought. about her
downfall. There is no reason why this
play should not have relevance for us
today when most of our rulers, from
the mightiest Omrahos and Mansabdm-s in Delhi to the meanest village
Kotwals are punch- drunk with power
and
breathe
corrupt.ion
through
every pore of their being.
But it
fails
to
make
an
impact,
far
less purge our minds clean t.hrough
pity and terror as a tragedy should.
The reason may smack of ireverence :
it is a P?or drama, a melange of indifferent characters and situat.ions, a
spate of words, much of which sounds
anachronistic and disturbs the illusion
of reality that the characters seek to
create. In t.he final scene when history
catches up with Noor .Tehan, and
she has to pay the wages of her sins in
madness, she looks like a caricature
of the 'sleep-walking
Lady Macbeth
or a demented Saibalini.
The result
is bizarre rather than tragic.
Katlza/wli's
latest presentation
of
Noor fehan
at the New Empire
Theatre
last Sunday,
could
not
naturaJly get over this inherent weak-.
ness of the play and pointed
to
the need t.o be discriminatoy
in the
revival of old plays. Once, however,
this is said, one must praise the over18

all refinement
with which the play
has be~n handled,
its single and
~irective decor, its sleek production.
The most distinguished
thilJg about
NOO1' fe/tan
is the acting of Meenakshi
Goswami in the title role. It would
have taxed the abilities of the most
Iseasoned actress t.o the utmost
to
bring out the metamorphosis
of the
simple and beauteous Meher-Un-Nissa
into the imperious and majestic Noor
Jehan, the transformation
of the wife
of
petty Turcoman
official into the
Light of the World, the empress of all
Hindostan,
a woman
able ,beyond
compare, rampantly
ambitious, passionate in a masculine way, bold, cunning and ruthless.
Meenakshi Goswami's
virtuoso
performance
makes
the power-drunk
Noor Jehan impressive indeed.
The general quality of
the actiiig, however,
is uneven as
some of the players seemed to fail to
go by what may be called a basic
tenet of blood and thunder dramasthe need for stylised acting and to
declaim.
However, Suniti Bhose as
Jehangir, Basabi Maitra as Laila, !lnd
Prakash Pal (the Producer of Noo1'
fehan)
as Mohabbat
Khan
try
heroically not to be thrown out of
focus by the powerful performance of
the heroine.
Finally,
a word
about
music.
Along
with
some characters
and
scenes, all songs have been edited out.
But could not., for old times' sake, the
song in the scene where Noor Jehan
piles her husband
with drinks,
be
retained?
A D. L. Roy drama, without at least one song, seems incomplete.

a

Bouk Review
"SOCIAL AND POLITICAL
TRANSFORMATION
IN
POLAND",
Edited by St Ehnlich (editor-in-chief),
J. Szczepanski, J. Tepicht and
S. Zawadzki,
PWN-Polish
Scientific Publishers,
Warsaw, 1964. Price not mentioned.
THIS collection of articles by some
of the leading figures in the
Polish social sciences is meant to provide a somewhat
comprehensive
ac-

count
of the ellOllllOUS post-war
changes in the economic, social and
political life of that country.
Unlike
most official publications
from socialist (and not only socialist) counl.ries,
it,is written quite intelligently, giving
facts that help understand
the past
and at the same time illustrate the
sort of problems with which practical
men and academic scholars are struggling today.
Quite apart from anything else, this voJ u me succeeds remarkably in one respect: it manages
to leave the impression that l.he Polish
social sciences are for from being
barren and have a lot to offer.
The first essay by Cz. Bobrowski on
"Planning
in Poland"
deals with
generalities about long-term plans and
planning
methods.
Written
very
lucidly the article raises some o[ the
key issues like the increasing importance of the five-year plans for the
purposes of actual decision-making,!
the coordination
of plans 101' difIerent
{
industrial
and non-industrial
sectors
g
of the economy, optimization
of the
s
overall national
plan, economic in·
d
centives for the management
at all
a
levels, etc. Naturally,
the treatment
(;
of the problems is not exhaustive, yet
Cf
one can hardly blame the author for
n
it. Most of Prof. Bobrowski's
view
T(
seem quite sound to the present reo
p
viewer. The latter would however take
m
exception
to the blanket
assertion
m
that in Poland there -are no "pressure
S(
groups whic~l could impede rational
al
economic
decisions"
(p 1). This
a
could be true only if there existed a
til
monolithic
powet-structure
free from
re
all internal contradictions.
In [act,
of
there are special interests inside the
we
party, governmental
and industrial
a
bureaucracy
which arc not alwav
ut'
prone to think in terms of overall
ne
social welfare.
Anyone who has lived me
in Poland and seen through the process of actual implementation
of ew·
nomic reform can hardly subscribe t
Prof. Bobrowski's cheerful hypothesi
Another point which needs more cia
l'ification
is the assertion that th
predominant
trend in Poland toda
is towards decen tralizat.ion, (p I]). I
is true that compared to the years
fore 1956 much more is now left
the lower units in the hierarch
JUNE
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gh again not as much as in the
immediate po t-1965 years. Looked
t differelllly, there is today a much
ter correspondence between the
and the actual figures attained;
ce the centre can be said to exernow a much greater degree of
clive control over the economy,
before. The really vital probfor Poland as well as for other
ist countries of Eastern Europe
how to approach an "optimum" di'on of the respective areas of ecoie and social decision-making ben the centre and the lower units;
a crucial though as yet undeterned role belongs to electronic comlers and their future developments.
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entire population
remained more or
less constant.
Thus there was a significant redistribution
of incomes in
favour of the low-income
strata in
society. Of course, the author prudently avoids the purely
political
and
social consequences. Admittedly, there
was terror, regimentation,
corruption
and a general sense of demoralization
in pre-1956 Poland. But how far these
were necessary to lift rhe countrYI out
of its backward condition remains a
vexed and unanswered
question.
The third essay by J. Tepicht on
Polish agriculture
contains some useful data comparing
Polish performance with those of other European,
Eastern and Western
countries.
It
emerges from the essay that the Polish
State and the cooperative sector, despite the fact of private ownership of
most farms, manage to dominate the
entire rural economy.
On the one
side, the State pays, through the purchase of various agricultural
products,
for some 70% of the income of a
typical medium-sized family farm; the
remaining 30% comes from free market sales (p 79).
On the inputs
side, the State provides, through the
agricultural
circles, State farms and
banking institutions,
tractors, fertilizers, etc. as well as credits.
De facto
then Poland's rural economy, resembles to a much greater degree the setup elsewhere
in Socialist
Europe
rather than the enterprise system of
the West.

tion of deductive and inductive approaches to make his point.
Ample
statistics and survey results are given
on the changing size and composition
of the education world, the attitudes
of the students, teachers and researchers, employment
of the graduates,
etc. On the other hand, the author
clearly states, at every step his own
educational
philosophy as well as the
broad socio-political
objectives
(laid
down by the Party) which the educational set-up is expected
to fulfil.
Two particularly,
illuminating
sections are those on the first year students and on the contribution
postwar graduates
have made to Polish
life.
On the whole then this is a worth·
while collection and the present reviewer is looking forward to an even
better sequel.

he second piece by Prof J. Pajestka
" lected Problems of Poland's
nomic Developments Policy" is
1 Contrary
to popular opInIon and official •
y titled. Apart from bringing
propaganda,
the five-year plans (FYP's)
t some of the peculiarities of the
had
always
played
a minor role from the
wth process in Poland
which
operational
point
of
view; only the annual
uld be of great interest to all stuplans were really effective for the purposes
of economic development,
the
of execution. Even in the elaboration of the
thor also briefly restates his famous
latter
the FYP's did not provide as much
only in Poland I) theory.
Acguidance
as has often been maintained.
ing to it, accelerated growth (in
2 Nevertheless
(a) total output from old
tional income) and an increasing
established
factories
nearly doubled in 1950of accumulation during the early,
55 and (b) some of those marginal workers
n years 1950-54 were achieved
who made a zero or negative contribution
nly through the policy of maxito current output during this period, acquired
m employment of the labour force.
professional skill and training without which
e of the newly employed were
the
subsequent rise in production from 1956
rbed in existing factories even to
onwards was not conceivable.
point whei'e their marginal producN1RMAL CHANDRA CHANDRA
ty declined to zero or less;2 the Sociological Aspects
Three more essays in the collection
aindn found jobs in various types
deserve special mention; the rest make
collStlllction work.
If the thesis
Letters
for rather dull reading.
"The Polishcorrect, it would imply that for
German Frontier:
Law, life and logic
unlry with a large reserve of uned labour there may not be any of history" by the world famous exlaw, Prof Man ary conflict between policies of pert on international
fred Lachs, is a very skilful piece of
'mum employment
and maxiYour assessment in "Election Alignwriting that could be read with profit
investment. Another
crucial
ments"
(May 27) is timely and
by anyone interested in the subject.
generally correct, but it is difficult to
boldly tackled by Prof. Pajestka
Next Prof. W. Markiewicz gives a very
es 10 the social costs of accelerataccept your advocacy of an adjustuseful informative
survey of trends
ment with Mr Aj'oy Mukherjee.
Most
owth : what did the people have
in Polish sociological researches.
Of
of the Congress evils of today are the
y in order to achieve such a high
wider
interest,
however,
result of the past working of the party
of growth? The answer is by a much
would be Prof. J Szczepan'ski's "So- in which Mr Mukherjee
always held
eans imple as so many Western
ciological Aspects of Higher Educaa place of honour.
Can he deny his
ts" have made it appear.
In
tion in Poland".
A remarkable
tour
share of responsibility
for the corrupreal income per employea worker
tion and nepotism
of the Congress
something like 25 % in 19-19-54, d'horizon it is, though in 25 pages
only. The author makes a combinaGovernment?
His belated move to
al consumption per head of the
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hi party is commendable, but
ta k of self-purification he canim any support from outside_
Leftist parties cannot pledge
IUpport to one like him who
to purify a party they want. to
out. Any support in this direcwill only be a tacit. acceptance by
Lefti ts that honest implementaof Congress policies
can
deliver the gods t.o the
and that such implementai pos iblc. In that case, I
t, instead of any
unholy
ent as suggested by you they
Id join the Congress to strengthen
bands of Mr Mukherjee.
rebel inside a part.y, however
rable he may be, must not be
to have collusion with other
so long as he does not sever
L'Onnectionswith his party.
SAMIR GAT!

RAY

Calcutta

Noisy Students
oday's problem with students is
that they are becoming more polithan academic but that they are
ess political than what their sondition demands. Politics disine the students, otherwise they
Id vent their "extra energy" in
tea ing, ragging, coffee-house, and
a-halls. The misery without a
of politics brings anarchism and
this anarchic non-political stut that 6hould worry us.
e widespread participation
of
nts in the recent food movet in Bengal had made panicky the
ment and the elderly politi. The University is thinking of
ding a considerable amount
to
uct research on this social phenon. This study may also be
under the joint Indo-U.S. Founon "education", and even with
help of CBI or CIA. It may be
bered that the alarm raised on
t indiscipline is not motiby any concern about the eduof students. The same gentlehad supported indefinite closure
demic institutions as a means
atifting the student
movement,
were they less enthusiastic

approvers when the students came out
against the EMS Ministry in Kerala
or' paraded
against Soekarno in Indonesia or Nkrumah in Ghana.
The
present. discomfiture
is because the
students after a lot of trials and errors
have gone against them. In a country
where the Prime Minister keeps her
sons abroad to study undergraduate
courses while foreign
exchange
is
denied to the specialists to go out,
where Parliament
talks about television and the at.om bomb and teenagers· are shot for asking food and
kerosene, where leaders suggest setting
up of night clubs to earn foreign exchange, there should have been infinitely bigger student turbulence shaking the very foundation
of this moribund status quo, had there b~en a
real group of conscious students.
The main point is, the noisy students are a historical
issue. The
newly liberated Afro-Asian countries
are passing through
the trials and
errors of various socio-political experiments, and there, in the absence of an
organised
peasantry
and significant
working class the students have come
out as a decisive political force. It. is
they who have removed Rhee, made
snake dance in Japan to prevent the
landing of Eisenhower,
stormed Saigon Radio stations, and there is hardly
any dictator in Latin America today
who is not afraid of Castro and students.
In India, too, steam has been
. accumulated,
and it remains for the
radical
political
leaders
to decide
whether they would allow that to
vent itself by doing a macabre dance
in the examination halls or to provide
the cylinder,
piston, shaft and flywheel to drive towards a new social
order.
ARUN

KUMAR

Roy

Sindhri

"Violence

And Politics"

Mr_ Arun Swamy along with Mr S.
Parameswaran
is "cherishing
democratic values of life" [Now> April 22].
He is a devoted purist and craves after
nothing short of democratic
means
for achieving the end.
I would ask
Mr Arun Swamy to enquire what the
people of the model democratic coun-

tries of the world would have done
if the conditions prior to the violent
agitation
[hooliganism I] in West.
Bengal had existed there? Imagine the
whole of Great Britain south of London plunging into primitive darkness
after dusk for nearly a month and the
people there having to buy bread (and
nothing but bread) at 300% to 400%
higher price and Mr Harold Wilson
suggesting them to eat green bananas
instead.
For Mr Swamy's information:
in
the southern states of the U.S.A. the
descendants
of confederates
are, still
today, proud of their forefathers, because they fought
(not by peaceful
means)
against
the northern
Yankees to establish their rights.
Whether Mr Arun Swamy likes it or not,
the avalanche of people's wrath will
inevitably come down upon the advocates of "socialism through peaceful
means", who have accumulated mountains of wealth through smooth democratic means.
KALYANMAY

SEN

Calcutta
Mr Swamy possesses the self-assurance of Josiah Bounderby
and his
amusements
are as morally tinged as
those of Mr Gradgrind
in Hard
Times. "B.N.'s allegation of 'violence
and terror' unleashed
by .'bourgeois
forces' is as amusing as it is unconvincing," says Mr Swamy. No doubt
he laughed
himself
silly when he
heard of the fate of Mr Bhanj Deo
and his friends, imagining
their last
cries to be a transposition
of Leporella's first aria about the Don and
the girls. And what about
those
dead and wounded in Bengal? Clearly Mr Swamy must have watched their
:'~elodramatics"
with
the sort of
irony that one places between oneself and a martini onion that hasn't
been pickled-like
the sophisticated
theoretician
that he is.
I propose to amuse him further by
pointing out that even this Government, which so likes to transform
and mutilate the originality of a fact,
has declared that nearly five crores
are starving after eighteen
years of
"democracy"
and "stability."
These
five crores and that numerous nation
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of the poor in this country of the rich
-should
they not be the very foundation of our democracy?
Yet everywhere they are harassed,
fatigued,
starved, threatened, or actually forced
to accept their condition,
which to
them
is unbearable
rather
than
"better,"
on some abstract historical
scale of Mr Swamy's devising.
When
a man undergoes
the unsurpassable
violence
of hunger
here and now,
without any interruption
until death
pounces with prolonged
ritual,
he
knows that no weapon can generate
the total violence which forced, remediable starvation can impose. But
he lacks the social instruments
bv
which he can remove the' force and
seek the remedy before death
and
insanity
make
their
appearance.
Elect,ions, petitions,
newspapers,
lobbies, etc.--all the democratic formalities are theoretically his social instruments.
Either he does not know how
to use them, in which case it is a
strange democracy where the demos
is completely in the dark, or they are
ineffective, in which case they ought
to be replaced by different designs.
The fact that the demos is impo. tent even to defend its physical existence is clear proof to me (peals of
laughter froro Mr Swamy) that Deroocracy is not a concrete reality in India; that it is a cumbersome formality, a cruel jest. What is real in India today is precisely that "bourgeois
violence" which Mr Swamy finds "unconvincing."
Rounds of ammunition
. used, lathis broken may give one an
'indication
of this violence but not
its full measure.
How could it?
It
is in the calm contemplation
of the
physical and mental annihilation
of
so many, it is in our complex process
of accumulation
without any concrete
gestures toward human values; it is
in the arrogance of the official who
scorns your impotence
to redress a
wrong; it is in the businessmen who
profit by your hunger and it is in the
very fahric of the State that supports
this profit to the extent of allowing
you to die. It is everywhere in India. It is our fundamental
realit,}'.
If Mr Swamy chooses to call this Democracy, he is quite free to do so,
but let him not think that I am ar-
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ranging a hypergamous
"marriage of
convenience"
between myself and this
ugly whore.
In his rush to condemn the burning of buses, examination
centres,
etc., Mr Swamy forgets that this violence has not reached
that unified
and unifying activity we call revolution.
It is merely the aimless desperation of masses condemned to alienation and exploitation;
the supreme
gesture of people who in the last
hour of their flight from bourgeois
violence
discover
the most terrible
freedom
of all-the
freedom
to
choose one's death.
Mr Swamy may
t.hreaten them with law and coun·
ter-revolutionary
violence.
But he
will have to give them results
(in
less than another eighteen years) before he will be able to divert their
onrush toward revolutionary. violence.
B. N.
Calcutta
(Correspondence
close d.-Editor)
.

on this subject

less juxtaposition
of the lone girl ad·
mitting, defying, sobbing, and then
regaining her own self (her hitherto
vague ideal-now
a reality) , while the
banal, the incorrigible
herd goes on
caricaturing.
The play is about twenty minutes
too long, there is scope for trimming.
Wearing
of corsages by female
artists would
not jeopardIse
their
amateur status.
To Bengalize Western
society it
is understandable
that a Jew has to
be transformed
into a "Bangal", but
what is not so well understood iswhy a "Socialist" has to be turned
into a "Communist",
since the difference is not just a case of euphemism;
the play has a socia-political
undertone and the deviation
from the
original
is contrary
to the spirit
which
the
translator
has otherwise well adapted.

B. K.

Waiting For Chinmoy
Your Drama
Critic
(Now) May
27) has aptly summarised
the latest
production
of the group
Nandikar (Jakhan Eka), but I think he is
not being just when he categorically
concludes:
"In sum, ]akhan
Eka
turns out to be a play that does not
quite come off". My own assessment \
of the play is;
The last scene of the first Act, apparently
not composed
by Wesker
himself
(The Wesker Trilogy· Penguin) , is brilliant,
and possibly the
first of its kind on the Bengali stage:
The lustful laughter intermixed with
almost inaudible groans of satiety in
the act of procreation, the lone girl in
anguish trying to throttle herself, the
whirring sound of the music, the light
obviously bypassing the front stage
quivering on the back,-and
then the
curtain.
The last scene of the second Act
has failed to synchronise;
possibly
minor details are at fault.
In the last scene of the third Act
the essence of the whole play is
brought out with irony in a remorse·

GHOSH

Calcutta

is

Orissa Drought
After visiting the drought-affected
areas in Orissa Mrs Gandhi admitted
that nothing much had been done in
the last 18 years for these backward
areas now affected by famine condi·
tions. It seems that she has, for the
first time, accidentally discovered the
miserable plight of these people.
Since independence Mrs Gandhi ha
served the Congress organisation and
the Government
of India in different
capacities.
Not- only after indepen.
dence: A few days after her assumption of office as Prime Minister Mrs
Gandhi said, "My public career start·
ed at the age of three".· But even
with such a unique
experience of
public life she and her Government
will have to go a long way to under
stand that 90 per cent, if not more,
of the people, in almost every part
of our country are living in misery.
The Orissa drought might be con·
sidered a blessing in disguise if it
helps the "National Leaders" to have
some idea at least of the standard of
living in this country.

G ..

Roy
Garia
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